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The  DEEP  STATE  and  CABAL  have  spent  many  billions  of
hard-earned  American  dollars  which  they  have  confiscated
through a crooked tax system. Paying “talking-head” major
MASS MEDIA “newscasters”. They want to limit what you can
know  and  to  make  sure  almost  everything  the  Controlled
Major Mass Media (CMMM) is lies and dispensed propaganda.
This helps keep this super-elite deviant Ruling Cabal in power
and keeps important essential truths from the public.  



The Federal Reserve Bank is a foreign-owned private central
bank which creates imaginary, fiat money out of thin air only,
is no more federal than Federal Express shipping company,
has no reserves, and is basically an unconstitutional “sleight
of  hand”  fraud  operation  which  charges  American  citizens
interest illegally to use what should be their own money. Its
twelve  stockholder/owners  are  kept  secret.  The  FEDERAL
RESERVE ACT was supposedly passed to prevent depressions
but has been used to create them on behalf  of the Ruling
cabal so that they can pick up more assets at huge discounts.
This fraudulent system generates mass debt slavery through
pernicious usury.

The Internal Revenue Service is incorporated in Puerto Rico
and is the private collection agency for the Federal Reserve
Bank.  It  too  is  completely  illegal  but  is  able  to  steal  the
taxpayer’s  money  by  use  of  brute  power,  a  hijacked  and
compromised  justice  system  and  brutal  police  state  style
“boot in your face” power. Thetop Cabal members who control
the insurance industry. It has a means to bring all taxpayers
and citizens together under the massive daily control of the
IRS  who  are  designated  to  be  the  enforcers.  They  have
access to everyone’s bank accounts and can size assets at will
even if in error. 



THEFT-BY-DECEPTION:  98%  of  all  Americans  have  never
actually  read  the  income  tax  laws  to  understand  that
Americans  whose  total  income  is  from  the  50  states  is
EXEMPT from the law itself....the law shows that the income
is only taxable from Americans who earn foreign income and
Foreigners earning domestic income. Consequently, THE DEEP
STATE  HAS  LIED  TO  YOU!!  The  misrepresentation  and
misapplication  of  the  United  States  federal  income  tax
constitutes  the  largest  acquisition  of  wealth  by  way  of
deception  in  history.  A  handful  of  government  lawyers
fabricated  an  intricate  maze  of  legalese  which  created  a
perfectly  Constitutional  tax  (a tax on income derived from
certain  types  of  international  and  foreign  commerce),  but
which at the same time could easily be misread to give the
impression that the income of all Americans is subject to the
tax.  For  decades,  the  American  people  have  been
“conditioned” by the DEEP STATE to believe that the income
tax applies to all income and trained to pay “their” taxes. All
the while, however, hidden in a previously nearly universally
misunderstood  (therefore  misapplied)  section  of  the  law
known as Subchapter N, Section 861 was the truth that the
income tax is NOT a direct tax on incomes but is an indirect
tax  imposed  only  on  those  individuals  engaged  in  certain
types  of  international  and  possessions  commerce.  Most
Americans  are  engaged  in  purely  domestic  commerce
(commerce that occurs entirely within and between the 50
states). Subchapter N proves that domestic income received
by  residents  of  the  United  States  (most  incomes)  is  not
taxed, due to Constitutional restrictions on Congress' power
to tax. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AMDVv_4Lt4o



The DEEP STATE and Cabal  families know that they must
keep truth from the people in order to continue in power,
and now the advent of the worldwide Internet is posing their
greatest threat ever. Their demise may be right around the
corner.  Some  of  the  oldest  most  senior  members  of  the
Cabal believe that the only way to stop this erosion of their
control over truth that the Internet now presents is to elicit
a major nuclear WW3 that will radically depopulate the earth
and convert the political structure back into a Middle Ages
type feudal King/Serf system.  The Federal Reserve Bank is a
foreign-owned private central bank which creates imaginary, fiat
money  out  of  thin  air  only,  is  no  more  federal  than  Federal
Express shipping company, has no reserves, and is basically an
unconstitutional “sleight of hand” fraud operation which charges
American citizens interest illegally to use what should be their
own money.



DEEP STATE/SHADOW GOVERNMENT 
OVERVIEW FROM CIA WHISTLEBLOWER 

Kevin Shipp was a decorated CIA officer who refused to look
the other way in regard to government criminality and cover-
up. At a very important public awareness event in Northern
California, on July 28th, 2017, Mr. Shipp presented a shocking
and compelling presentation on numerous, horrific and ongoing
government crimes. The total persecution of anyone who dares
to  tell  the  truth about  rampant  government  tyranny is  also
fully exposed. The paradigm we have all known has been built
on  deception  and  the  dark  agendas  of  the  global  power
structure.  The courage Kevin Shipp has shown by doing his
best to expose government criminality and tyranny serves as a
stellar example to us all. 

THE MAIN THREAT TO THE DEEP STATE 

(Military/Industrial  Complex)  &  THE  SHADOW GOVERNMENT
(U.S. DoD & Intelligence Agencies) IS TRUE CHRISTIANITY & A
BIBLICAL WORLD VIEW. To overcome the moral  obstacle  of
TRUE CHRISTIANITY to the creation of a New World Order, the
Deep  State  and  Shadow  Government  have  engaged  in  a
decades old pervasive campaign to remove True Christianity
from  all  social,  political,  economic,  cultural  &  religious
institutions  of  the  United  States  by  DESENSITIZATION  of
Sheeple  by  a  flood  of  sexual  immorality  especially  the
HOMOSEXUAL  AGENDA  of  all  the  word  religions.  Only
Christians and only Christianity can successfully defend against
CIA/DIA Mind Control  technologies.  (Per  Dr.  Robert  Duncan,
PhD, CIA & U.S. Department of Defense)

The  Active  Faith  of  True  Christians  acts  as  a  mental  shield
against CIA Mind Control technologies. The probability ratios of
their technology is repeatedly failing against one category of
people.  It  is  repeatedly  failing  against  what  they  call  the
‘JESUS FREAKS’ meaning those Born-Again Christians, whose
Active Faith is based on a pure gospel. 



GOD  AND TRUTH ALWAYS WIN!!!

The SOUND BIBLE BASED DOCTRINE of Jesus Christ Christian
content  not  only  breaks  brain  entrainment  with  their  RNM
System of Remote Neural Networks but it DE-PATTERNS, or
deconstructs, their ability to rewire the victims memory and
thought process. 

CIA/DIA CONTRACTORS

CIA/DIA Contractors have no choice but to torture and kill
True  Christians  because  their  mind  control  technology  is
failing across the board against this small sub-category of the
public,  meaning  the  Re-Born  from  Above  Child  of  God  in
Christ Jesus. 

SEVEN DEADLY SINS

“They manipulate people using the Seven Deadly Sins and if
you can purify yourself spiritually [in Christ] then they have
no  levers  left  with  which  to  control  you”  (per  Dr  Robert
Duncan, PhD, CIA & U.S. Department of Defense) The seven
deadly sins in the Bible are known as capital vices, or cardinal
sins, because it is from the Seven Deadly Sins that all other
sins arise out of. Immoral behaviors or habits fall under these
seven categories because they are the main sins that give
rise to all other immoralities. They are pride, greed, wrath,
envy,  lust,  gluttony  and  sloth  CIA/DIA  Contractors  target
people with the Seven Deadly Sins to learn how to achieve
Direct Behavioral Control over the masses. Why? Because the
faith  &  belief  system  of  religious  groups,  especially  Born-
Again Christians, is an important METRIC for CIA/DIA training
research  &  development  in  Artificial  Super-Intelligence
technologies.  Most  of  the  mega-churches  in  America  are
infiltrated  by  Deep  State  Contractors  masquerading  as
Christians for this same reason. 



DO NOT DOUBT THE EXISTENCE OF 
THE SO-CALLED DEEP STATE!!!

For  those  who  doubt  the  existence  of  the  so-called  DEEP
STATE,  recent  unsettling  news  provides  more  than  ample
proof it exists. Indeed, not only does the DEEP STATE exist,
it's  far  more  dangerous  to  Americans'  liberties  than  first
thought. The DEEP STATE consists of thousands of evil people
in  Hollywood,  Politics,  Banking,  priests,  the  Vatican,  CIA,
news media and more. Most democrats are part of the DEEP
STATE. The DEEP STATE is based around pedophilia, money,
power  and  satanism.  American  DEEP  STATE  is  a  massive
informal  government  comprised  of  untold  thousands  of
bureaucrats, technocrats and plutocrats committed to driving
anyone that  threatens  their  power.  It  stretches  across  the
whole of the federal government – indeed the entire country.
And it  includes not  only  bureaucrats,  but  also  a  galaxy of
contractors,  profiteers,  and  others  in  the  nominal  private
sector.

At this point,  it  is  not likely that “double government” will
evoke the same power and significance as the DEEP STATE.
Since the spring of 2017, the deep state has become firmly
entrenched within America’s political diction as the principal
expression  associated  with  parallel  sources  of  power  or
clandestine politics. Efforts to define its substance have since
varied  from  sincerely  earnest  endeavors  to  acts  of  pure
ridicule. In the last year, the term has assumed an especially
partisan connotation within the United States.  
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